THE PINE STUMP:
NATURE’S CONTAINER FOR WOOD ROSIN...

pinovasolutions.com/sell-your-pine-stumps

...AND THE ROOTS OF A
GLOBAL INDUSTRY AT
PINOVA.

Pine trees are among our nation’s
most resilient and renewable natural
resources, blanketing the
Southeastern coastal plain from
North Carolina to Louisiana.
Above ground, mature pine trees are
cut and trucked away for lumber and
building products. Yet below ground,
the pine stump remains. For over a
century, Pinova has utilized these
same stumps as the foundation of a
global industry.
Through a mutually-beneficial
process, Pinova partners with land
owners and land managers to harvest
the pine stumps of two specific and
indigenous species, longleaf and slash
pine trees, which possess the richest
rosin content.

Pinova works closely with
land owners and land
managers to harvest
longleaf and slash pine
stumps and return the land
back to its best use through
sound forestry practices.
The partnership with Pinova
is grounded in a shared love
and stewardship for the
land and a shared respect
for pine forests

STUMP HARVESTING DEFRAYS SITE PREP COSTS, IMPROVES THE
PRODUCTIVITY OF THE LAND, ENCOURAGES NATURAL REFORESTATION AND
REMOVES FUEL FROM THE FOREST FLOOR DURING PRESCRIBED BURNS
The experienced team of Pinova foresters, working in seven
southeastern states, engages directly with land owners and land
managers. The foresters will walk the land, identify the suitable
stumps, and negotiate a contract for the stumps with the owner
or manager.

Pinova seeks
stumps from
longleaf or
slash pines that
are 40 years or
older and have
been cut
recently or
years ago.
Then teams of skilled contractors, utilizing highly specialized
precision machinery created for the task of stump extraction and
the need for land renewal, carefully navigate the land in a slow
and measured process. Our contractors harvest and remove the
stumps. They then fill the hole that was created by the stump and
smooth the ground, leaving behind an even and safe landscape.

Truckloads of harvested stumps are shipped to the Pinova
production plant in Brunswick, Georgia beginning a process
by which their naturally-formed rosin and oil are extracted,
refined and reborn into an array of specialty products.
The natural rosins extracted from pine stumps provide
the basis for a broad range of high performance specialty
resins for the world’s most essential industries and best
known brands.

Pinova fully utilizes the entire stump, incinerating the
remaining wood fibers to generate 100% of the steam and
30% of electricity for the Brunswick plant. Responsibly
repurposing the entire stump reflects Pinova’s corporate
commitment to sustainability and environmentally-centered
stewardship.

If you are an owner or manager of a pine
forest located in the southeastern states,
please call (912) 265-3550 or visit
pinovasolutions.com/sell-your-pine-stumps.
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